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excerpt from a pocket book of mechanical engineering tables data formulas theory and
examples for engineers and students this book is the result of the writer s endeavor to
compact the greater part of the reference information usually required by mechanical
engineers and students into a volume whose dimensions permit of its being carried in
the pocket without inconvenience in its preparation he has consulted standard treatises
and reference books the transactions of engineering societies and his own memoranda
which extend back over a period of fifteen years a large amount of valuable and timely
matter has been obtained from the columns of technical periodicals and also from the
catalogues which manufacturers have courteously placed at his disposition while very
great care has been taken in the preparation of manuscript and in the reading of proofs
it is nevertheless a regrettable fact that first editions are not always infallible and
the writer will accordingly be under obligations to those who will call his attention
to such errors in statement or typography as may come to their notice suggestions
indicating how subsequent editions may be made of greater usefulness are respectfully
solicited all matter contained in the first edition has been carefully scrutinized for
errors comparisons having been made with the original sources of the information from
which it was compiled as it was found that nearly all the inaccuracies occurred through
recopying from notes a number of alterations have been made in the text certain data
have been replaced by fresher matter and the work has been enlarged by the addition of
an appendix in which new subjects are treated some omissions supplied and much space
given to recent and valuable matter relating particularly to machine design about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy
in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text
purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book without typos
from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1891 edition excerpt the formula 8 page
530 to give the deflection of cast iron bars within ordinary elastic limits thus
deflection of cast iron rectangular bars of uniform section w s loaded at the middle d
8 28 000 b v w i3 loaded at one end d 9 875 oa3 d the deflection i the breadth d the
depth the span all in inches w the load in tons cast iron round bars for round bars of
uniform diameter substitute the above found average value of e in the general formula
24 page 533 then 3 1416 x e 3 1416 x 6090 19 132 say 19 000 deflection of cast iron
round bars loaded at the middle d 10 19 000 da loaded at one end d 11 594 i torsional
strength of cast iron the only direct experiments recorded worth notice on the
torsional resistance of cast iron are those of mr dunlop at glasgow in 1819 they were
made to ascertain the torsional strength of shafts as usually cast in glasgow at the
time two old bars of cast iron about 5 feet long each one of them 3 inches and the
other 4 inches square were turned down in the lathe at five different places to ten
different diameters of from 2 to 4 inches the load was applied at the end of a lever 14
feet 2 inches long particulars of the experiments are given in table no 185 the values
of a the shearing resistance calculated by the general formula 3 page 535 are added
table no 185 torsional strength of cast iron 1819 it seems that the ultimate torsional
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strength increased very nearly as the cube of the diameter and that the average
torsional resistance per square inch of section was 8 375 tons assuming as explained at
page 561 that the shearing resistance of cast iron is equal to its direct tensile this
is a new release of the original 1906 edition this is a reproduction of a book
published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original
artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally
important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as
part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we
appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope
you enjoy this valuable book excerpt from a pocket book of mechanical engineering
tables data formulas theory and examples for engineers and students hydraulics and
hydraulic machinery hydraulics water wheels turbines pumps plunger pumps and pumping
machinery hydraulic power transmis sion etc about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks
com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as
most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world
and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states
of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant the favourable and warm
reception which the previous editions and reprints of this booklet have enjoyed at home
and abroad has been a matter of great satisfaction to me excerpt from tables of the
principal speeds occurring in mechanical engineering expressed in metres in a second
speed on the periphery of channels of steel guns while drilling them with the con stant
moistening of the drill by means of potash water about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks
com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works the most important tables from every engineering discipline in one
volume collected from the best most authoritative references in the business it s now
more than wishful thinking the crc handbook of engineering tables makes it a reality
the most frequently consulted tables and figures from crc s acclaimed engineering
handbooks are gathered tog this book brings together information which is used by
engineers and needed especially by students of engineering but difficult to find in a
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collected form in this respect engineering perhaps because it is more often divided
into separate branches has so far been less well served than the other physical
sciences we hope to have in part redressed the balance the contents are designed
chiefly for engineering students of all kinds in universities and colleges but they
should also prove useful to practising engineers as a general reference there was some
difficulty in choosing numerical values for parts of the section properties of matter
information was culled from a range of sources which sometimes show an alarming lack of
consistency given a choice we have used values which are either average or more likely
to be reliable the degree of tolerance required varies very widely between for example
the precision to which thermodynamic proper ties of steam are known and the uncertainty
in those mechanical properties of solids which depend strongly on quality and
preparation the tables on pages 4 12 inclusive are reproduced from s m p advanced
tables by permission of cambridge university press the tables on pages 35 and 36 are
reproduced from elementary statistical tables lindley and miller h permission of
cambridge university press the tables on pages 37 and 38 are reproduced by permission
of the biometrika trustees solve any mechanical engineering problem quickly and easily
with the world s leading engineering handbook nearly 1800 pages of mechanical
engineering facts figures standards and practices 2000 illustrations and 900 tables
clarifying important mathematical and engineering principle and the collective wisdom
of 160 experts help you answer any analytical design and application question you will
ever have
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The Mechanical Engineer's Pocket-book of Tables, Formulae, Rules and Data 1893 excerpt
from a pocket book of mechanical engineering tables data formulas theory and examples
for engineers and students this book is the result of the writer s endeavor to compact
the greater part of the reference information usually required by mechanical engineers
and students into a volume whose dimensions permit of its being carried in the pocket
without inconvenience in its preparation he has consulted standard treatises and
reference books the transactions of engineering societies and his own memoranda which
extend back over a period of fifteen years a large amount of valuable and timely matter
has been obtained from the columns of technical periodicals and also from the
catalogues which manufacturers have courteously placed at his disposition while very
great care has been taken in the preparation of manuscript and in the reading of proofs
it is nevertheless a regrettable fact that first editions are not always infallible and
the writer will accordingly be under obligations to those who will call his attention
to such errors in statement or typography as may come to their notice suggestions
indicating how subsequent editions may be made of greater usefulness are respectfully
solicited all matter contained in the first edition has been carefully scrutinized for
errors comparisons having been made with the original sources of the information from
which it was compiled as it was found that nearly all the inaccuracies occurred through
recopying from notes a number of alterations have been made in the text certain data
have been replaced by fresher matter and the work has been enlarged by the addition of
an appendix in which new subjects are treated some omissions supplied and much space
given to recent and valuable matter relating particularly to machine design about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy
in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works
The Mechanical Engineer's Pocket-book of Tables, Formulæ, Rules, and Data 1914 this
historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download
a free scanned copy of the original book without typos from the publisher not indexed
not illustrated 1891 edition excerpt the formula 8 page 530 to give the deflection of
cast iron bars within ordinary elastic limits thus deflection of cast iron rectangular
bars of uniform section w s loaded at the middle d 8 28 000 b v w i3 loaded at one end
d 9 875 oa3 d the deflection i the breadth d the depth the span all in inches w the
load in tons cast iron round bars for round bars of uniform diameter substitute the
above found average value of e in the general formula 24 page 533 then 3 1416 x e 3
1416 x 6090 19 132 say 19 000 deflection of cast iron round bars loaded at the middle d
10 19 000 da loaded at one end d 11 594 i torsional strength of cast iron the only
direct experiments recorded worth notice on the torsional resistance of cast iron are
those of mr dunlop at glasgow in 1819 they were made to ascertain the torsional
strength of shafts as usually cast in glasgow at the time two old bars of cast iron
about 5 feet long each one of them 3 inches and the other 4 inches square were turned
down in the lathe at five different places to ten different diameters of from 2 to 4
inches the load was applied at the end of a lever 14 feet 2 inches long particulars of
the experiments are given in table no 185 the values of a the shearing resistance
calculated by the general formula 3 page 535 are added table no 185 torsional strength
of cast iron 1819 it seems that the ultimate torsional strength increased very nearly
as the cube of the diameter and that the average torsional resistance per square inch
of section was 8 375 tons assuming as explained at page 561 that the shearing
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resistance of cast iron is equal to its direct tensile
POCKET-BOOK OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 2018 this is a new release of the original 1906
edition
A Pocket-book of Mechanical Engineering 1906 this is a reproduction of a book published
before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or
were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important
and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our
continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your
understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this
valuable book
A Pocket-book of Mechanical Engineering, Tables, Data, Formulas, Theory, and Examples
1911 excerpt from a pocket book of mechanical engineering tables data formulas theory
and examples for engineers and students hydraulics and hydraulic machinery hydraulics
water wheels turbines pumps plunger pumps and pumping machinery hydraulic power
transmis sion etc about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands
of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair
the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
A Key to the Analytical Table of Mechanical Movements. With the Table, Etc 1871 this
work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see
the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work
this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
A Manual of Rules, Tables, and Data for Mechanical Engineers 1891 the favourable and
warm reception which the previous editions and reprints of this booklet have enjoyed at
home and abroad has been a matter of great satisfaction to me
A Key to the Analytical Table of Mechanical Movements 1873 excerpt from tables of the
principal speeds occurring in mechanical engineering expressed in metres in a second
speed on the periphery of channels of steel guns while drilling them with the con stant
moistening of the drill by means of potash water about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks
com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works
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A Pocket-Book of Mechanical Engineering 2015-06-16 the most important tables from every
engineering discipline in one volume collected from the best most authoritative
references in the business it s now more than wishful thinking the crc handbook of
engineering tables makes it a reality the most frequently consulted tables and figures
from crc s acclaimed engineering handbooks are gathered tog
A Manual of Rules, Tables, and Data for Mechanical Engineers 1884 this book brings
together information which is used by engineers and needed especially by students of
engineering but difficult to find in a collected form in this respect engineering
perhaps because it is more often divided into separate branches has so far been less
well served than the other physical sciences we hope to have in part redressed the
balance the contents are designed chiefly for engineering students of all kinds in
universities and colleges but they should also prove useful to practising engineers as
a general reference there was some difficulty in choosing numerical values for parts of
the section properties of matter information was culled from a range of sources which
sometimes show an alarming lack of consistency given a choice we have used values which
are either average or more likely to be reliable the degree of tolerance required
varies very widely between for example the precision to which thermodynamic proper ties
of steam are known and the uncertainty in those mechanical properties of solids which
depend strongly on quality and preparation the tables on pages 4 12 inclusive are
reproduced from s m p advanced tables by permission of cambridge university press the
tables on pages 35 and 36 are reproduced from elementary statistical tables lindley and
miller h permission of cambridge university press the tables on pages 37 and 38 are
reproduced by permission of the biometrika trustees
A Manual of Rules, Tables, and Data for Mechanical Engineers 2013-09 solve any
mechanical engineering problem quickly and easily with the world s leading engineering
handbook nearly 1800 pages of mechanical engineering facts figures standards and
practices 2000 illustrations and 900 tables clarifying important mathematical and
engineering principle and the collective wisdom of 160 experts help you answer any
analytical design and application question you will ever have
A Pocketbook of Mechanical Engineering 2014-08-07
The Mechanical Engineer's Reference Book 1905
Van Nostrand Table Book for Civil & Mechanical Engineers 1892
A Pocket-Book of Mechanical Engineering 2014-03
Laws of Mechanical Notation. For consideration. [With a table.] 1851
A pocket-book of mechanical engineering 1908
A Pocket-Book of Mechanical Engineering 2017-09-13
A Pocket-Book of Mechanical Engineering 2015-02-08
MANUAL OF RULES TABLES & DATA 2016-08-24
The Mechanical Engineer's Pocket-book of Tables, Formulae, Rules, and Data ... 1899
A Manual of Rules, Tables, and Data for Mechanical Engineers Based on the Most Recent
Investigations 1893
MANUAL OF RULES, TABLES, AND DATA FOR MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, BASED ON THE MOST RECENT...
INVESTIGATIONS 2019
Manual of Rules, Tables & Data for Mechanical Engineers ... 1878
Steam Tables 2008
MANUAL OF RULES TABLES & DATA 2016-08-28
A Manual of Rules, Tables and Data for Mechanical Engineers 1877
The Use of Handbook Tables and Formulas 1980
The Mechanical Engineer's Reference Book 1907
Tables of the Principal Speeds Occurring in Mechanical Engineering, Expressed in
Mètres, in a Second (Classic Reprint) 2018-02-08
The Mechanical Engineers' Pocket-book 1916
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Mechanics' and Engineers' Pocketbook of Tables, Rules, and Formulas Pertaining to
Mechanics, Mathematics, and Physics ... 1889
CRC Handbook of Engineering Tables 2003-11-24
Theoretical Steam Rate Tables--compatible with the 1967 ASME Steam Tables 1969
Engineering Tables and Data 2012-12-06
Marks' Standard Handbook for Mechanical Engineers 2006-12-07
ASME Steam Tables 1993
MECHANICAL ENGINEER'S POCKET-BOOK 2022
The Mechanical Engineer's Pocket-book 1903
The Mechanical Engineer's Pocket-book 1902
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